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Abstract:  
 
While pure mathematics makes it sometimes difficult to involve undergraduates who have not 
yet completed the higher level math courses in research projects, research in applied mathematics 
is generally more accessible to these students. We present an example of an integrated research 
environment including faculty, research professionals and students which has facilitated the 
productive involvement of undergraduate students in applied mathematics research. The Texas 
A&M University-Corpus Christi Division of Nearshore Research manages a network of about 50 
coastal observation stations including the Texas Coastal Observation Network. As part of the 
network operation a number of environmental time series are collected and archived leading to 
data analysis, quality control and modeling opportunities for applied mathematicians. This paper 
discusses an example of the results of the involvement of a student in an applied mathematics 
research project. The student is a freshman in mathematics who caught attention by doing well in 
Advanced Calculus. The student’s initial assignment is to investigate whether a change in the 
performance function used during the training of a neural network program will lead to 
significant changes in the accuracy of the water level forecasts produced by the model. 
 
Introduction: 

In its strategic plan1,  the National Science Foundation (NSF) clearly states the importance of 
involving undergraduate students in research and other applied science activities “NSF is 
determined … that the process of learning does not end with the classroom. Meeting this goal 
requires efforts from all parts of the Foundation. The undergraduate level plays a pivotal role." 
Other programs such as the Sloan Foundation Scholarship Program2 also support this goal and 
there is a consensus amongst educators and funding agencies that promoting discovery-based 
learning is highly desirable in the undergraduate education. Even though research on learning 
styles and guidelines by funding agencies endorse undergraduate research, we find only a 
relatively small number of undergraduates in mathematics involved in research. The difficulty is 
likely inherent to the field of Mathematics.  For example in order to prove new results in a field 
such as applications of Nonstandard Analysis to Functional Analysis, a student would need to be 
proficient in Topology, Model Theory, Functional Analysis and Nonstandard Analysis. If this 
knowledge basis is found in an undergraduate student, the student is usually ready to graduate or 
pursue graduate research. Not surprisingly not a single American undergraduate student has 
presented a paper at national and international conferences on Nonstandard Analysis since 1989. 
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While a few specialized branches of pure mathematics may be more accessible to sophomores or 
juniors than the previous example, overall research opportunities for undergraduate students in 
the field of Mathematics such as the NSF funded REU programs are sparse. 

Applied Mathematics offers more accessible projects, and examples of such projects will be 
described here. Texas A&M University – Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC)  is in the process of 
transforming itself into a research intensive university and plays host to a number of research 
groups. The TAMU-CC Division of Nearshore Research (DNR) manages a network of about 50 
coastal observation stations including the Texas Coastal Observation Network (TCOON).  The 
stations measure and transmit, in real-time, water levels and other physical data and DNR 
provides access to the data through phone and the World Wide Web.  DNR in collaboration with 
TAMU-CC faculty is also developing models to predict water levels to further promote safe 
navigation and safety in general along the Texas coast. DNR operates as an integrated research 
unit with a number of staff members, some of them full time research scientists or specialists, 
some students pursuing masters or undergraduate degrees, some technical specialists, and faculty 
members from Geographical Information Systems (GIS), Computer Science (CS) and Physics.  
 
This combination of permanent research staff, faculty members from different disciplines and the 
practical problems associated with the operation and development of the DNR coastal 
observation network creates a productive research environment to foster undergraduate research. 
In the past years this cooperation has been very successful in furthering undergraduate research 
based on this model. In particular, since the projects include faculty from diverse fields, students 
from different fields, including Mathematics, can join the group and work on projects that can 
branch out into different areas. As the projects are often based on large data sets, the basic skills 
of mathematics students allow them to quickly find projects and become rapidly productive. The 
methods used to predict water levels for example include artificial neural networks, statistics and 
other models such as harmonic analysis or persistence models. The students can be directly 
involved in the development of specific models or in the effort to compare the techniques or 
further the basic modeling techniques.  Interactions with GIS or Computer science applications 
are also necessary to collect data and make them available in real time on the web which 
provides further opportunities.  
 
The TAMU-CC student body of currently over 8000 students is diverse with a pronounced 
Hispanic group. Faculty members are strongly encouraged to pursue research and to involve 
undergraduate students. Furthermore, the Department of Computing and Mathematical Sciences 
has benefited from a NASA grant whose objectives include the involvement of undergraduate 
students in research projects and match well with the type of research that undergraduate 
students perform at DNR. The grant has provided important financial support for the 
undergraduate researchers with regular support provided over the past four years to one to four 
students working at DNR. The availability of such funds has acted as a catalyst to both 
strengthen the collaboration between DNR and faculty members and attract and interest students 
in research projects. Although only few students can be financially supported other students start 
participating to group meetings and often find a project to work on and financial support from 
other grants or directly from DNR.  
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Student Involvement: 
 
While the cooperation with a professionally staffed research center and funding have been 
important factors in the success of this cooperative effort, faculty members are still the key to 
recruit undergraduate researchers and guide them towards a productive result.  Some of the 
questions that faculty members encounter are: How to identify and recruit potential research 
students early in their careers? How to make research projects attractive to students? How to get 
a research student started? How to create an environment in which students’ work thrives? How 
to publicize the outcomes of the student research effectively? 
 
An important part of an answer to these questions and a likely factor in the recent success is to 
organize the undergraduate research projects such that they lead to presentations and 
publications. This has been facilitated in part by the organization of an undergraduate research 
symposium on the TAMU-CC campus.  Initial presentations on campus have often encouraged 
students to present to national meetings. Several students working at DNR have presented at 
national conferences such as the Sigma Xi Undergraduate Research Symposium and 
international meetings.  The students have received several awards as part of undergraduate 
competitions associated with meetings[3-8]. At some conferences the students were the only 
attending undergraduates. Organizing undergraduate research such that the end result is 
publishable/presentable often requires tailoring the project to the student rather than just asking 
the student to help on a project. Overall this has been found a productive strategy as it leads to 
regular tune-up presentations from the students, to the incentive of travel to and the experience of 
a scientific conference and probably a little bit of peer pressure to do well.  DNR and the 
associated faculty have followed this strategy, supported the students and the student papers have 
produced refereed publications far beyond the level of usual undergraduate projects benefiting in 
return the involved faculty and research center. 
 
Identifying capable students is often a byproduct of teaching; sometimes we notice students in 
class who are unusually talented or curious and enthusiastic. For example, Zack Bowles is now 
an Undergraduate Researcher working on a Neural Network Project. He is a Geology Major, also 
working on Physics and Mathematics Minors. Zack first drew attention when he took Physics as 
a sophomore; he initially was invited to a DNR meeting, volunteered to help on a project, 
received financial support and started being involved in a more forma project and has now 
successfully done research since.   His work has resulted in several publications[9,10] and 
presentations at international conferences.  Zack Bowles hopes to use his research experience in 
a Space related Geology field working for NASA. His current Neural Network project is to 
design Engineered Training Sets in MATLAB® to improve upon the performance of the existing 
models and apply them to water level predictions at Morgans Point. Zack also works for the 
Center for Water Supply Studies as a groundwater availability and modeling researcher where he 
is supervised by one of the full time staff researchers. As is often the case for experienced 
undergraduate researchers such as Zack Bowles, the student later becomes an example and a 
mentor to newer undergraduate students. One of the newer students is Jeremy Flores, who stood 
out as a freshman on the class roll for Advanced Calculus. He turned out to be a Hispanic student 
who had attended MIT for one semester, then came back to his home town for health reasons and 
started tutoring and taking a few classes at TAMU-CC during Spring 2004. Seeing a freshman in 
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a senior level course would lead any faculty member to investigate whether this was a clerical 
error, an advising error, or a set of unusual circumstances.  
 
Students are usually willing to believe that research, especially if it results in a publication, will 
further their careers. Many regional conferences have student paper sessions and student research 
symposia are another option. This reward is one of the motivators used to get students involved. 
A much stronger motivation is introducing a new research student to other students who have 
been successful with their projects and maybe even have presented their projects at national or 
international meetings. Word of mouth does do wonders to get us research students. Another 
draw is the applicability of the research results. Finding a new intuitive proof for a theorem in 
Functional Analysis may appeal to the aesthetics of a seasoned mathematician, but making 
navigation safer along the Texas coast by accurately predicting water levels is a more tangible 
goal with higher immediate appeal. TAMU-CC is located on an island in the Gulf of Mexico and 
the obvious applicability of the research has contributed to attracting students. 
 
Finding any form of financial support is very important for the long term involvement of a 
student in research projects. For students the benefit is not just the paycheck, but the formal 
acknowledgement of being a researcher, a bonus for any curriculum vitae and important for 
developing the self-confidence of the young scientists and convince them that scientific 
researcher can turn into a career.  The Department of Computing and Mathematical Sciences 
currently employs Jeremy Flores as a research student supported by a NASA grant and through 
the same grant, Zack Bowles has previously been supported.  
 
Another strong encouragement is the status of office space for an undergraduate student. DNR 
has office space for research students, which furthers interaction and independent progress. 
These offices are located next to the offices of the staff members and the students constantly 
interact with the researchers as well as with their advisors. Office space is important since it 
allows students access to computers with the required software package, MATLAB® Neural 
network toolbox, as well as facilitate access to the data files. At the same time the shared office 
space – two small offices with four desks for about six students will make each student meet the 
others and observe their work. The programming experience shared by the students in this 
fashion is essential to the progression of the students as productive researchers. 
 
Students do not just report to their project supervisor, but interact with all researchers. At least 
every other week the collaborators and the students meets and discuss progress, new challenges, 
changes, upcoming student presentations, changes in personnel, the direction of the work etc. 
Students are recognized as researchers and treated similarly to faculty or staff members, which in 
turn helps them gain confidence in their work and capabilities. This dynamic for the whole 
research group has created a highly productive working environment for undergraduate 
researchers.  
 
Getting a new research student started requires acquisition of theoretical background and 
computer skills. The traditional method would be to hand the student a accessible textbook[9,10] 

on neural networks, and the paper with the results that student will work with. In Jeremy’s 
example, the paper was work by several local researchers11 establishing base data for neural 
network forecasts for several stations in Corpus Christi Bay and Galveston Bay. DNR has 
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another valuable resource: its overall Web based access to all information including present and 
archived data14. The well-organized web pages contain background needed for the projects, notes 
from group meetings, links to other useful sites, as well as listings of related publications which 
are downloadable with a password and a listing of presentations, many of them with the power 
point slides attached. This has proved to be a valuable and efficient resource for interested new 
research students. The web pages also contain the TCOON pages which allow downloading data 
for any of the stations. 
 
Student Project Examples: 
 
Any of our new research students also needs to learn MATLAB® and the neural network 
toolbox. MATLAB® is used to teach Calculus at TAMU-CC and has a well-documented help 
system. It has not proved to be a substantial obstacle. Research students are not expected to write 
their own programs from the start: they get started by using the existing MATLAB® programs 
written by faculty members and previous students.  In Jeremy’s case the original program 
consisted of more than 800 lines of MATLAB® code and learning how it operates was a first 
nontrivial task. The program not only trained neural networks, but also assessed quantitatively 
the quality of the forecast for the training year and a choice of several test years and documents 
the outcomes as well as a listing of the final weights and biases of the network in a file. The 
students are given some version of the program and faculty members show the students how to 
use the program before the students adapt the program to their specific projects. Zack Bowles 
had to adapt the program to his specific training sets and Jeremy Flores had to work with a 
different error function. A number of the parameters in the program have to be adjusted for each 
different project. 
 
Starting with a clearly defined project may be beneficial, to not overwhelm a student. However, 
an open-ended project might be very interesting but makes it more difficult to measure progress 
and arrive at a presentable outcome. Jeremy Flores’ initial project was to investigate whether a 
change in the performance function or cost function used in the training of a neural network 
would lead to significantly different forecasts. These neural networks are trained by minimizing 
the difference between the prediction and the actual data. However, it was hypothesized that the 
performance function could be adapted to better reflect the Skill Assessment Variables published 
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). While the root mean square 
error is important as a skill assessment, NOAA also focuses on the Central Frequency of 15 cm, 
or the Central Frequency, i.e. the percentage of time the forecast is within 15 centimeters of the 
actual water level. To achieve a higher central frequency, a new performance function should 
assign a higher penalty to differences of more than 15 centimeters. Instead of squaring the errors 
in the root mean square calculation, a different function will be applied to the errors prior to 
adding them up, normalizing and taking the square root. A first attempt at such a performance 
function is a function that assigns a small penalty to values that are within 10 cm of the actual 
water level and then increases exponentially. 
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Figure 1: Graphs of the square function and a new piecewise defined performance function which is shallower than 
the parabola for values in the interval [-0.1, 0.1] and grows exponentially outside that interval. 

 
The neural networks are trained with backpropagation algorithms. In this process the derivatives 
of the network error with respect to network weights and biases can be computed. If the 
performance function is the mean square error, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is a fast 
training algorithm to minimize the network error. Replacing the performance function with a 
different performance function requires a different training algorithm such as a gradient descent 
with an adaptive learning rate, implemented as traingdx in the neural network toolbox. 
Intuitively one would expect that changes in training style and the error function would lead to 
different water level predictions, but initial tests have produced minimal differences between 
networks trained with the mean square error performance function and networks trained with 
traingdx and the new performance function.  
 
Jeremy Flores used the error function described above and compared the resulting model 
performance to previously published work13 on neural network predictions for water levels for 
five stations with a different performance function and test whether a statistically significant 
difference in performance occurs. The networks are trained on one year of hourly data prior to 
2000 and tested on three years of hourly water level measurements from 2000-2003. 
 
In the following Table,  RMSE denotes root mean square error for one year of hourly data, CF 
denotes Central Frequency of 15 cm, POF denotes positive outlier frequency or percentage of the 
time the forecast is more than 30 cm above the actual water level, NOF is similarly the negative 
outlier frequency, MDPO is the maximum duration of positive outliers, where the forecast is 30 
cm or more too high and MDNO is the maximum duration of negative outliers, where the 
forecast is more than 30 cm below the actual level. Since the initial choice of weights and biases 
in the training has a random component to it, all experiments were done three times and the 
values below are the averages of the three outcomes. The values for different experiments 
differed only slightly. The MSE values are taken from the baseline data paper13 but were verified 
again in the process of changing the error function. 
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Station Performance Function 

Forecast time 

RMSE 

[m] 

CF 

[%] 

POF 

[%] 

NOF 

[%] 

MDPO 

[hrs] 

MDNO 

[hrs] 

Bob Hall 
Pier 

MSE – 24hr 0.075 94.6 0.30 0.10 8 6 

 Exponential – 24hr 0.076 94.5 0.29 0.11 8 6 

 MSE – 48 hr 0.102 88.2 0.90 0.57 22 16 

 Exponential – 48 hr 0.100 88.5 0.79 0.64 21 17 

Port 
Aransas 

MSE – 24 hr 0.070 95.7 0.16 0.02 7 0 

 Exponential – 24hr 0.080 93.9 0.84 0.03 14 1 

 MSE – 48 hr 0.093 89.9 0.51 0.24 23 9 

 Exponential – 48hr 0.097 89.4 0.92 0.33 26 8 

Packery 
Channel 

MSE – 24 hr 0.044 99.2 0.00 0.00 0 0 

 Exponential – 24hr 0.050 99.2 0.02 0.00 1 0 

 MSE – 48 hr 0.068 96.0 0.12 0.06 5 5 

 Exponential – 48hr 0.069 96.1 0.10 0.06 4 4 

Pleasure 
Pier 

MSE – 24 hr 0.123 84.6 2.34 0.80 22 20 

 Exponential - 24hr 0.123 84.7 2.36 0.81 23 20 

 MSE – 48 hr 0.140 79.0 2.38 2.38 38 24 

 Exponential – 48hr 0.140 79.1 2.99 1.45 40 22 

Morgans 
Point 

MSE – 24 hr 0.142 80.4 4.13 0.68 26 12 

 Exponential – 24hr 0.143 80.4 4.31 0.64 26 12 

 MSE – 48 hr 0.175 71.3 6.26 1.69 59 21 

 Exponential – 48hr 0.178 70.7 6.89 1.31 60 22 
Table 2: Model performances for the study’s stations with different performance functions. 

 
Finding no significant change in the results reaffirms the validity of the previously used methods 
and points out that the choice of training algorithm and performance function cause only very 
minor differences on the forecasts. This permits the use of the fastest training function and the 
usual mean square error performance function without fear of weakening the results.  
 
A next step will be to see whether making the error function more extreme by making it flatter 
on the interval [-0.15, 0.15] which marks the Central Frequency and steeper outside by using 
some form of exp(exp(f(x))) for a suitable function f(x) will lead to significant changes in the 
Central Frequency results.  
 
Conclusions: 
 
Interaction with research students is a mutually beneficial endeavor. Students learn materials and 
techniques beyond the scope of class materials and get a glimpse of the creative processes 
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involved in research. They are no longer just a name on the class roll, but gain ownership of 
projects, which makes them more likely to not only be retained, but later pursue research careers 
and have confidence in their abilities. Faculty members benefit by making progress with their 
research as well as by receiving intellectual stimulation. Working with students is one of the 
most rewarding parts of an academic career and any resulting publications are beneficial to 
everybody involved. An integrated research environment provides the student with a more 
comprehensive picture of research, rather than just being exposed to the idiosyncrasies of one 
advisor. Being able to tap into the expertise of a group of researchers helps the student in seeking 
out information and in receiving more balanced feedback. It is impressive to see how quickly a 
student can become a valuable member of a research group. Applied Mathematics is a very 
appealing and accessible subject for such student projects. 
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